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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Imagine that in five to ten years, Central Europe has become a lab for democracy and
security in Europe. After decades of following the trail of development left behind by
western democracies, the countries of the region abandon the “catching up” paradigm
and are experimenting with tactics addressing today’s and tomorrow’s societal
deficiencies.
The issues they confront are not solely local threats, similar instances have oﬀshoots
across the globe, but many are more pronounced in Central Europe. Essentially, it is
the societies’ very vulnerability - their relatively rapid shift in governmental styles and
the lack of engrained (multi-generational) democratic ideology as well as associated
security frameworks - which makes them the ideal location to experiment with new
ideas. Some of these concepts could develop into powerful tools for the populaces
while others could be exploited by malign actors - foreign or domestic - to the
detriment of the society.
There is no one solution for all the problems facing our democracies - just as there is
not one political party that has all the right answers - but there are a few fundamental
principles which, if grasped, hold the potential to address many of the core issues
facing us today.
Such is the case of information sovereignty - a political concept linking security and
democracy - which is examined in this report.
In the following report, four scenarios arising from current trends and shifting variables
in the fields of journalism, advertising and politics present useful snapshots for how the
near future of Central European democracies may develop, and in doing so highlighting
critical areas for policy-makers and the public at large to consider in order to prevent
some of the more devastating outcomes.
In Centralisation of Media, the consequences of a near total government takeover of
the information sphere leads to the deterioration of the section as well as the country’s
eventual political isolation from its allies resulting in an adverse security situation.
With Disruptive Decentralisation, a similar setting of centralised media control as in
the previous scenario, but here the model is unsustainable and leads to privatisation of
the market. However, the viable options for commercial journalism prove to be too
great for smaller, independent and locally focused media, which eventually are
swallowed up by national outlets or dissolve. Here, the more rural public loses out and
a deeper polarisation of society emerges.
In Growth of a Fragmented Sphere, governmental policies maintaining stable funding
for pro-governmental media corrodes the advertising market and also heightens the
polarisation between the outlets, irreversibly damaging the public sphere. Therefore,
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independent and corporate media turn away from ambitious news journalism. As
public finances collapse not allowing for generous subsidies so does the eﬀective
propaganda machine leaving the media market overall more fragmented, rather than
just decentralised.
As the region has developed the digital ads market at an even faster pace than other
parts of Europe, it has not built up resilience to challenges that come with it. For years,
organised crime has been utilising the security gaps in online advertising to make
tremendous profit, leading to A Collapse of the Advertising Market.

Policy recommendations:
●

Protect multiple-stakeholder media environments to prevent media ownership
monopoly.

●

Build up digital toolbox with advanced customer (audience) relations that would
empower local journalism and media models and provide internships for local
journalists and publishers in successful digital media in the region to build up their
resilience based on comparable experience.

●

Monitor both communication and economic situation of small and medium media
players as well as popular alternative social media influencers to improve national
strategic communication resilience.

●

Implement measures that prevent digital ad frauds, such as digital AI tools to monitor
online traﬃc and initiate code of practice across media and advertising industries.

●

Build up advanced disinformation themes analysis to anticipate future malign foreign
influence themes and prepare relevant countermeasures.

●

Create a media education institution in Central Europe to inspire, educate and build
trust in journalism, a cornerstone of democracy. Think big and make an impact! For
instance by moving Newseum - media education institute recently closed in the USA to an attractive location in Central Europe.
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INFORMATION SOVEREIGNTY EXPLAINED
What has once been named as the digital age now becomes more understood as the
age of disinformation. In this time, where the transparent benefits and the more-opaque
drawbacks of the ever-accelerating digital progress are on display, the foundations of
democratic systems are exposed to the once-contained challenges of propaganda and
malign influence.
Information sovereignty refers to a set of conditions and processes that enable
societies to exert oversight of the government and have control over their future. In a
democratic system, it is the society in its plurality that is entitled to have control over
the information space; while in authoritarian systems, the central command reserves all
rights of control and even limits the information delivered to the public.
This idea is in contrast to the foundational notion of sovereignty popularised by
Thomas Hobbes. His analogy of a nation as one composite body of subjects - linked in
identity, ideology and territory - has become less relevant in a world of plurality and
interconnectedness. Just as regulatory laws of one country can bleed across national
boundaries so does information flow through the Internet to practically anywhere in the
world, no matter how geographically dispersed or isolated.
Information sovereignty exists in a society that is equipped with critical thinking
skills and has access to all the information that allows for democratic processes
to develop and be resilient to both domestic and foreign challenges, which are
especially prevalent during elections.
One of the greatest tools for developing and maintaining information sovereignty is a
free and independent press. Yet generally, the fourth estate is enshrined by practice
rather than in law. Media can be resilient and may adapt to its current challenges from
technological advancement and the associated disruptive business models. But the
media is just one element of what we will call in this report democratic information
sovereignty, rather it is the totality of knowledge in the public sphere focusing on two
perspectives: security and democracy.
Most democracy studies as well as security-related research focuses on either media
takeover or disinformation tactics. By combining the two, and through a scenariobased approach, it is possible to analyse information sovereignty from the point of view
of trends in journalism, the media market and the political game. The aim is to imagine
developments comprehensively and to stimulate policy related debate not only in
Central Europe but across the transatlantic community.
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Next 5-10 years
Scenario One: Centralisation of Media
Over the last couple of years, media freedom has been declining all over the world but in
Central Europe, and the V4 countries in particular, the backsliding has been striking. With the
exception of Hungary, where press freedom has been ranked “problematic” for over a decade,
an additional three countries are quickly declining:
Table 1. World Press Freedom Index in Central Europe
Situation scores:
0-15 good, 15.01-25 satisfactory, 25.01-35 problematic, 35.01-55 diﬃcult, 55.01-100 very serious
change
2014-2018

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Bulgaria

problematic

problematic

difficult

difficult

difficult

-7%

Croatia

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

-11%

Czechia

good

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

-114%

Estonia

good

good

good

good

good

-10%

Hungary

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

-11%

Latvia

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

-8%

Lithuania

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

-17%

good

satisfactory

problematic

problematic

problematic

-127%

Romania

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

problematic

-3%

Serbia

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

problematic

-13%

Slovakia

good

good

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

-102%

Slovenia

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

satisfactory

-9%

Poland

Source: Reporters Without Borders 2019

Naturally, political developments are here to blame but so are outdated media business models
that rely heavily on revenue sources provided by large advertisers preventing the biggest media
players from building up their resilience and independence.
Moreover, due to regulatory instability, both foreign and domestic media investors are not
taking any risks in the technological race that could enable them to gain advantage. Instead,
they prefer to gradually pull out and exit to minimise losses.
On the other hand, the biggest buyers willing to take over media portfolios are either those with
immense resources seeking power or the governments themselves - directly or through
proxies. In absence of competition driven by market forces and under various pretexts of
bailouts or repairing a “crooked” media, several platforms of information in Poland, Czechia
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and Slovakia follow the fate of their Hungarian peers, seriously limiting the pool of information
sources accessible by the public.
Despite these unfavourable conditions, independent media in the region does not disappear.
On the contrary, their numbers grow, but in Central Europe, these emerging outlets come under
the umbrella of one major media holding per country that dominates the landscape in terms of
audience and resources. In time, key news cycles become uniformed and evenly distributed
across once diverse media fields, following some local news models in the US, segment
specific rollout or their tried and tested, albeit lazy, method of blatant repetition of the same
story published on numerous outlets.
Since much of news is under-reported in the main channels of information, other outlets pick
up on those stories seeking a competitive edge in news reporting. Yet, because of the scale,
they are unable to deliver a plurality of voices to the public sphere by themselves, and their
activity is limited to smaller bubbles of the population. Meanwhile, the centrally-controlled
media develop centrally-managed news production systems, and if they are not politically
motivated, then they are simply searching to increase a cost-eﬃcient input-output ratio.
At the same time, through typically monopolistic practices, these core authorities are
conditioning advertisers to oﬀer all-in-one packages that include better access to
policymakers while seriously undercutting potential competition. In eﬀect, the remaining
possible revenue sources for independent media outlets are only the leftovers that allow
for survival but no meaningful competition.
With a disrupted media balance at hand, electoral races become rituals of re-confirmations for
the governments. Media is used to campaign for the dominant political force, rather than report
on the policy diﬀerences between the parties. The Organization for Security and Co-operation
in Europe’s (OSCE) recent reports on the Hungarian elections already describe this situation as
free but not fair, while in Poland the public media sector dominated by the government was
also under scrutiny for lack of impartiality and not representing the actual diversity of choice.
This becomes a structural feature of the political system so that even if the opposition wins
elections due to major and widespread dissatisfaction with the government over the economic
or public services performance, the portfolio remains in the hands of the strongest and repeats
to a large extent this malpractice in the opposite direction. While the public may demand
thorough investigations into the corrupt practices of the previous leadership, the new
government will look at such a centralised media portfolio as the best tool to present the
hidden evidence to audiences previously exposed only to a one-sided view, seizing the
opportunity to eﬀectively curb any traces of competition.
On the side of information security, centrally managed media oﬀer an opportunity for the
government to steer strategic communication in a direction it likes and push dissenting voices
on human rights or environmental concerns to the fringes. But on the other hand centralisation,
like in Hungary, enables systemic overhaul of democratic narratives to the point that in
absence of Russian or Chinese media in the country malign anti-western messages are
channeled through oﬃcial state owned media, like in Hungary as of 2014.
The situation becomes even more obfuscated when those in power are themselves agents of
disinformation and use the authoritarian version of information sovereignty to qualify acts of
censorship or their misleading activities. A common tactic for achieving this is invoking the
principle of “cultural sovereignty”: the right of a country to protect its heritage from foreign
influence. This has already been used to a large extent in Poland by Jarosław Kaczyński and in
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Hungary by Viktor Orbán to protect the cultural uniqueness of the countries from amorphic and
globalist movements.
At the same time opaque procedures lead to an exodus of core staﬀ from media outlets,
leaving them in the hands of newly recruited PR-managers rather than journalists. This
creates opportunities for various agents with loyalties attached to foreign malign powers
to come on board.
When opportune moments arise, these agents disseminate narratives seemingly aligned with
the interests of the main stakeholder but are in fact altered towards the benefit of countries like
Russia or China, all in hope of influencing public opinion on the pivotal issues of the day.
Centralisation of the media and uniformisation of their messages becomes at times a strategic
weakness in decision making. When critical thinking is dismissed, the political leadership is
more prone to unfortunate groupthink decisions. While a “Central European Bay of Pigs” failure
is unlikely, there are other possible pitfalls that ultimately hamper sovereign powers of a
country. A few notable cases were decisions taken by the Polish government regarding the
recent memory law, the election of Donald Tusk for his second term as EU President (the only
vote against the Pole was from his own Polish government) or the counterproductive eﬀorts to
curb the justice system during the peak of EU budget negotiations.
Holding a nearly monopolistic position on the national media landscape while being cornered
internationally, incentivises main stakeholders to take defensive stances with nationalistic
narratives that insulate them for a given time from the dissatisfaction of the main electoral
groups. Simultaneous self-centred and self-congratulatory narratives with a degree of hostility
to other EU or NATO allies slowly changes public opinion sentiments and permits authoritarian
narratives to sink into the daily news grind. In less than a decade, even the most pro-western
attitudes of Central Europeans are downgraded or reversed.
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Scenario Two: Disruptive Decentralisation
The highly centralised business model of public media proves so ineﬃcient that even with
governmental subsidies and advertising no government is able keep it functioning. At the same
time, despite stable numbers of TV audience, the revenue from advertising in that media
segment is declining. Already in 2018, TV ads budgets in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
were overtaken by digital media, and with the surge of digital viewers, the trend is leading to
major changes in ownership portfolios.

Table 2. Media consumption in CEE, Trend projection based on 2014-2018 data
Regular media consumption, % of population over 15 years old
Projectio
n
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2020

Projectio
n2025

Projectio
n2030

TV

93%

93%

93%

92%

91%

90%

85%

78%

Internet

66%

68%

71%

73%

76%

78%

85%

93%

n/a

45%

51%

53%

51%

50%

45%

40%

Facebook

Source: data on CEE aggregated by CANnual 2019 report, projection by Visegrad Insight

Along with technological progress and the antitrust legislation pushed through at both EU and
national levels, the public media has to scale down especially on local antennas (radio and tv).
Concurrently, the existing outlets catch up with new digital toolbox and build up subscription
based models diversifying the market. Nevertheless, this organic growth of media takes time,
eﬀort and money, which leaves many less economically successful areas without their own
regional outlets.
While the demand for local news is substantial, part of this stage is taken by online platforms
that mix infotainment with PR activity. That model allows malign authoritarian narratives to
anchor strongly among economically vulnerable segments of public opinion and grow from
there.
For instance, regional moguls or state agents decide to make big media purchases in a given
country, in order to influence public opinion along particular interests connected to politics or
lobbying for business interests. After Hungarian purchases in the Balkans and first cross border
purchases in Poland by Czech capital this trend only increases and brings challenges to
transparent journalism with a sense of agency.
In terms of media consumption trends, Central Europe, develops two divergent directions. On
one hand society grows weary of established outlets and progressively seeks alternative
sources of information. The demand is met with supply, often provided by larger platforms that
multiply localised versions of similar platforms while, at the same time, new successful digital
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business models are developed making independent journalism outlets profitable - as in the
case of Denník N in Slovakia - or at least sustainable.
With abundance of IT specialists and investment in digital businesses across the region, a
surge of media startups are just a natural development. With the rise of numerous journalistic
endeavours, there is a significant portion of failed projects, and the volatility discourages part
of the audience from seeking and supporting independent journalism. Instead, they turn to
bigger and more stable platforms that, unfortunately, cannot aﬀord to report local stories.
At the same time, a digital divide in media accessibility develops with bigger urban centres
enjoying the competition of multiple outlets, while beyond cities regional and local public radio
and tv retreats leaving these areas of Central Europe open to gossip and speculative content.
As a result, political polarisation only increases with nationalist parties dominating traditional
media and their audiences as well as building disruptive narratives online, while moderates
prevail in the largest independent media but struggle to grow support beyond this digital
scene.
However, a new balance emerges allowing for the democratic game to continue without major
disruptions, and the decentralised system induces more healthy competition.
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Scenario Three: Growth of a Fragmented Sphere
Governmental policies maintaining stable funding for pro-governmental media, despite their
decline in terms of audience, damages the advertising market and also heightens the
polarisation between the outlets, hollowing out the public sphere. Therefore, independent and
corporate media turn away from ambitious news journalism. When public finance is hit by
mismanagement or larger scale crisis, governments need to cut also TV and radio subsidies
that inevitably impairs otherwise eﬀective propaganda machines. In eﬀect, the media market
becomes more fragmented, rather than just decentralised.
Distrust in the media has been a trend for years in the V4, with roughly 25% of the population
already believing in 2017 that the media is totally biased—a sentiment which appears to
correlate with negative views of the countries’ trajectories. Generous public subsidies only
deteriorate this situation further eﬃciently killing healthy competition.
In Hungary, when cuts to public tv and radio result in outflow of otherwise extremely well paid
staﬀ they find no other niche for journalistic activity that would meet their expectations. In
absence of relevant competences, the main tube of the government becomes too rusty even
for hardcore electorate. Unable to reverse negative dynamics, and trying in vain to return
democratic processes to the aﬀected outlets, the government tries to privatise nearly the entire
sector but in the process only smaller parts of the entities are sold, and fragmentation spreads
across the whole market. Similar developments are only few years behind in other Central
European countries.
That results in the proliferation of “alternative information sources” like blogs, vlogs and
anonymous websites that mix news with spurious theories and conspiracies. It sets the stage
for exploitive powers to infiltrate vulnerable market spaces and give rise to widespread
disinformation, tangentially linked to conspiracy theories. Sophisticated bots begin to create
their own worlds of disinformation, linking deceptions with deceptions until large segments of
the citizenry are primed for radicalisation or disengagement from society in general.
Similarly to Italy, splintered audiences focus on infotainment rather than news and analysis.
This exposes CE countries to tactics of Russian operations exemplified in Belarus. Foreign and
malign powers find it easier to organise the exploitation of a multiple of small, vulnerable media
entities than influence medium to large organisations directly.
This segmentation in the media echoes economic patterns as well since the economy is
demanding a more and more specialised workforce: a reflective media sphere of multiple, small
industry- or interest-driven outlets are compatible with this type of society as a whole.
Furthermore, the educational system needn’t prepare the citizens with general knowledge or
critical thinking skills if they are going to be working in specific fields, so their ability to
recognise disinformation will continue to deteriorate.
Topically, the disinformation campaigns wishing to further the polarisation of society hit on
some successful reiterations from the past, namely immigration, LGBQT issues and health
related concerns like vaccinations and viral infections. This is acutely successful in CE where
large swathes of the population believe immigrants are a threat to their culture; Czechia
(39.7%) and Hungary (35.8%) are notable examples, but less so in Poland (22.2% agreeing and
17.5% disagreeing).
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This general decline in news agency facilitates the V4 societies turning, as many times in the
past, to gossiping and self-induced disinformation fostering “a paranoid relationship between
Central Europeans and the written and spoken word. Gossip and ‘alternative’ news travels
through the grapevine, dodging oﬃcial channels, and stimulating a kind of rebellion”.
However, the repetitive nature of state-owned echo chambers or pro-government media in
countries like Hungary and Poland has the potential to backfire. The public moves away from
the predictable news sources (public media) and the result is the government begins losing
elections.
In this scenario, Central Europe could again run into something akin to the Belarusian case,
where Russian operatives build up influence in a country using the existing blogging platforms
in preparation for the possible political takeover; the process is eased through the extensive
channelling of propaganda.
Media fragmentation leads also to a spike in use of communication platforms to spread
disinformation already observed in Spain and in Italy where WhatsApp and Twitter were used
for massive influence campaigns, which at the same time were harder to track.
As a result of this fragmented media sphere and uncontrollable spread of conspiracy theories
along with disinformation, Central Europe is tormented by rapid changes of governments and
this political instability projects onto the EU and NATO. The rise of new populist narratives
brings themes of EU and NATO exits to the forefront of political discourse, which seriously
undermines the security architecture on the Eastern flank of NATO.
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Scenario Four: Collapse of the Advertising Market
As the region has developed the digital ads market at an even faster pace than other parts of
Europe, it has not built up resilience to challenges that come with it. For years, organised crime
has been utilising the security gaps in online advertising to make tremendous profit. Few titans
of industry have caught on and acted decisively, but those who do have starkly cut their online
advertising budgets.
Table 3. CEE TOTAL AD SPENDING, NET, in millions of EUR
Source: CANnual 2019 report

By 2019, online advertising fraud reached $42 billion which represents 13% of the total money
spent. The deceptions have been spearheaded by the sophisticated techniques of
unscrupulous players and the opacity of the sector; this state of aﬀairs is exacerbated by
forecasts seeing this number only increase over time.
The situation stems from numerous factors: the online advertising market has been growing
substantially year-on-year (21% in some instances), yet the growth of new users online has
begun to decline. So too, the scale of eﬀective ad blocking software has steadily increased.
Therefore, money pouring into the advertising market comes faster than consumers'
perception would allow. The stratification between demand and supply increases especially in
the case of modern and more multimedia advertising forms such as interactive or rich media.
Similarly, services such as hyper-personalisation oﬀered by advertising agencies based on
expensive data collection carry a substantial cost but promise a high return on their
investment.
Market conditions are also subject to high competitive pressure: media house margins have
declined over the past few years, and price is the main selection criterion. At the same time,
prestige and willingness to cooperate with publishers depends on their audience ratings. The
greater the range and the larger the audience, the better returns the publisher can expect from
the market.
In the face of the trends presented, dishonest players on the media market want to adopt
growing advertising budgets, but having no real place for their implementation, they
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themselves have to create excuses for the extensive flow of money, one such methodology
becomes campaigns focused not on live audiences but robots.
When the Corvid-19 recession combines with the inflated advertising market, the bubble
bursts. The largest spenders on advertisements pull out substantial sums from the market, no
longer trusting that the money is being spent on attracting new or established customers.
Billions of capital is quickly removed from the sector sending shockwaves across the related IT
sector with ripple eﬀects scuttling across the economy.
Moreover, the scandals surrounding these events convince the industries paying for the ads
the notion that the media - in general - is dishonest, and the trustworthiness of any associated
outlets is shattered.
In countries like Hungary and Czechia, where the media takeover by the government, its
proxies or moguls has left few independent news sources, this collapse leads to an already
dependent press to lose one of its few remaining sources of income.
Left with few alternatives, the only model that can sustain existence is subscription, but this
can only keep a handful afloat - no matter how high the demand for quality journalism.
The sheer size of the Polish market allows for several large independent outlets to continue
existence, though with diminished resources which aﬀects their investigative journalism budget
and other high-value, though costly, projects. Nevertheless, statistics from the World Press
Freedom Index from 2014-2018 show a serious deterioration of the Polish media sphere,
considering it at that time to already be “problematic”, and these circumstances only worsen
its decline.
This situation deepens the polarisation of Central European societies. Those able to aﬀord the
subscriptions have access to more credible information while those unable to pay the fee must
rely on whatever data the government or interested parties are willing to share. Additionally,
those relying on “free” information are more vulnerable to disinformation, and in the wake of
the anti-vaccine movement running concurrently with the spread of the Corvid-19 virus, the
results can be lethal.
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